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A worker stands in the hole that will soon hold the base of the “Taking Stalk” cougar statue Wednesday 
morning. An unveiling ceremony for the statue will take place next week.
Bringing the 
cougar home
Statue dedication scheduled for next week
by Megan McClure
A le stle  Ed itor in C h ie f
Four years and $39,000 
later, the cougar is coming home.
"‘Taking Stalk,” the statue of 
a male cougar created by Dawn 
Weimer o f Colorado, will be 
unveiled outside the north 
entrance o f the Morris University 
Center Wednesday.
The 11-foot-long statue is 
expected to be installed early next 
week. Student Body President 
Laurie Estilette said she hopes 
the statue becomes a central 
meeting point for students, as 
well as an inspiration for 
tradition.
“I think once students know 
what’s going on out there, they
will get excited,” she said.
According to Kimmel 
Leadership Center Director Steve 
Sperotto, the concept o f the 
cougar statue came about during 
the 2003-04 school year, when 
former student body president 
Sara Guarino led Student 
Government. The project, 
spearheaded by die School Spirit 
and Pride Committee, remained 
in the conceptual phase for a 
short time as plans developed.
Former student body vice 
president Nikki Grashoff was 
active with the School Spirit and 
Pride committee, helping lead the 
effort. The statue had been 
discussed before, but never came 
to fruition until recendy.
“The difference is Nikki
Special seating:
Vadalabene Center to 
get new bleachers
moved forward and made it a 
reality,” Sperotto said.
Weimer creates sculptures o f 
mascots for schools at a 40 
percent discount. The $39,000 
statue was paid for entirely 
through fundraising. According 
to Sperotto, the statue would cost 
$90,000 today.
“One month after we placed 
die order, the price o f copper 
skyrocketed,” he said.
During the 2005-06 school 
year, Student Government 
approved a motion to undertake 
fundraising efforts to bring the 
statue to campus. Among the 
fundraising initiatives was a 
wristband sales drive, in which
COUGAR/pg.5
by Wes Helmholz
A le st le  Co rre sponden t
Regardless o f whether 
students are being entertained 
in the Vadalabene Center next 
year, they will definitely be 
more comfortable.
The old bleachers in the 
Vadalabene Center Gymnasium 
are going to be taken down and 
replaced by new ones, which 
should be functional by 
basketball season in the fall of 
2008. The Southern Illinois 
University Board o f Trustees 
approved several SIUE projects 
in its Thursday, Sept. 20, 
meeting, including the 
$900,000 bleacher renovation 
project.
“The biggest problem with 
the old bleachers is that they’re 
enormous; they’re the largest 
ever built by the manufacturer,” 
said Rich Walker, assistant vice 
chancellor for administration. 
“They’re custom-built, and with 
their age and size, not 
everything works the way it’s 
supposed to.”
Walker said that parts o f the 
bleachers have broken or 
needed repair many times over 
the years.
“Repairmen from the 
manufacturer have to be called 
each time, at great expense to 
the school,” Walker said. 
According to him, 
commencement and other 
gatherings and events held in 
the gym have come close to 
being effected by the condition 
o f the bleachers. Stability, 
accessibility, comfort and 
crowding have all been major 
issues for event planners.
“We need the
(renovations),” said Jean
Paterson, director o f the Career 
Development Center. Paterson 
helps run the commencement 
ceremonies in the Vadalabene 
Center three times per year.
“The old ones are fine, but 
commencement ceremonies 
bring all sorts o f different age 
groups. It will be a nicer 
arrangement. We also won’t 
have to deal with issues such as 
pulling out the bleachers or the 
same degree of overcrowding. 
Commencement will still be 
crowded, but it will be more 
manageable.”
The newly designed 
bleachers will go in the same 
space as die previous bleachers, 
and should not look remarkably 
different from the previous 
seats. There will be two sets of 
bleachers on each side rather 
than one large set. There will be 
seat backs on the courtside 
seats, while the mezzanine 
seating will remain the 
traditional bleacher style.
According to Walker, the 
two-tiered structure o f the new 
bleachers will provide an 
opportunity for offices and 
classrooms to be placed 
underneath the top set o f 
bleachers. Kinesiology and 
health education classes are 
already held in the Vadalabene 
Center, and the additional 
classroom space will go to those 
areas as well. The office space 
will be used for athletics 
personnel and additional room 
for storage will be available.
Mick Ostrander, director of 
Campus Recreation, supports 
the additional availability o f 
other facilities due to the 
bleacher renovations. He also
BLEACHERS/pg.5
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The bleachers in the Vadalabene Center will be replaced with 
finances approved during last week's Board of Trustees meeting.
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Police Reports March to the Arch
9-20
A vehicle struck a deer on South 
University Drive. The vehicle owner 
said he would report the accident 
later.
Alfred J. Smith was released from the 
Madison County Jail Sept. 18.
Police issued Daniel G. Richardson a 
citation for speeding on South 
University Drive.
A vehicle owner reported damage to 
her vehicle while parked in Lot 5.
Police issued Samantha Vogt a 
citation for speeding on South 
University Drive.
Police issued Megan A. Tosh a 
citation for speeding on South 
University Drive. Tosh was arrested for 
driving with a suspended license. 
Tosh was released with a notice to 
appear.
Police responded to the Art and 
Design Building for fire and waterflow 
alarms. Building engineers reported a 
vent fan overheated, activating the 
sprinkler system. The Edwardsville 
Fire Department was dispatched to 
the scene. The Fire Department said 
a Fire Watch inside the building would 
be required 24 hours a day until the 
repair was made.
Police responded to a traffic accident
in Lot A. No injuries were reported.
Police issued Staci J. Ladowitz a 
citation for speeding on South 
University Drive.
Police and the Edwardsville Fire 
Department responded to a request 
to check carbon monoxide levels in an 
apartment. No levels were found.
Police issued Mary E. Willis a citation 
for the operation of an uninsured 
motor vehicle.
9-21
Police took a report of a stolen 
hangtag in Lot 5.
Police took a report of keys, ID and 
wallet being stolen from an 
individual’s room in Prairie Hall.
9-22
A vehicle was towed from Lot 5 for a 
handicap violation.
Police took a report of a minor two- 
vehicle accident that occurred in Lot 
5. Police issued Megan J. Wangler a 
citation for improper backing.
Police took information from a 
student regarding a threatening 
telephone call from a friend’s ex- 
boyfriend. Steve Berry/Alestle
Members of the East St. Louis Flyers marching band perform in the Alumni Parade in 
East St. Louis Wednesday. The parade was part of SlUE’s Founders Day celebration.
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CA tolerant and loving individual’
Service to memorialize SIUE professor Friday
by Holly Meyer
Alestle Managing Editor
Spanish professor Rick Morrison 
loved language.
Portuguese, Spanish, Russian, 
German, Latin and Japanese could come 
out o f his mouth at any time.
“He ate languages,” junior Alex Walk
said.
Morrison was Walk’s Spanish 102 and 
201 professor. In the middle o f class, Walk 
said Morrison would be speaking to his 
class and jump from one language to the 
next.
“He would be talking Spanish and 
then go into Russian or something," Walk 
said. “It was really cool.”
After about 20 years o f teaching at 
SIUE, Morrison passed away May 28 at 
the age of 65 of unknown causes.
A memorial service will take place in 
honor of Morrison at 1:30 p.m. Friday in 
the Religious Center. Everyone is welcome 
to attend and say a few words. '
Morrison’s niece, Jill Morey, will 
speak at the memorial service.
“I want to share with them how 
important he has been to 
my entire life,” Morey 
said.
She remembers her 
uncle using his 
multilingual abilities 
when she was younger.
As a “teeny tyke walking 
around on the farm,”
Morey said she and her 
younger relatives always thought it was 
odd when Morrison would say something 
in a language they could not understand. 
However, Morey said she became 
accustomed to her uncle’s use of languages 
and he became her biggest influence for 
her own pursuit of foreign languages.
“I wouldn’t be a foreign language 
teacher if it wasn’t for my uncle Rick,” 
Morey said.
Even though he could speak at least 
six languages, Morrison’s knowledge was
not restricted to language.
“Don’t play a trivia game against 
him,” Spanish professor Julian Bueno said 
jokingly.
Morrison earned his doctorate in 
Spanish from the University o f Michigan.
Bueno said when either o f them 
would travel to different countries they 
would bring back books to share with each 
other.
“It was kind o f like having a younger 
brother,” Bueno said.
Also speaking at the memorial service, 
Morrison’s colleague and friend, Spanish 
professor Liz Fonseca, also remembered 
his intelligence.
“He knew everything about 
everything,” Fonseca said. “Students 
would say he was a walking dictionary,”
Fonseca recalled a night when 
Morrison brought a few of his friends to 
her house to visit. Their conversation 
focused on politics and got so carried away 
they did not realize what time it was.
“Finally at three o’clock in the
morning, I told them I was going to bed,” 
Fonseca said. *
As a professor, Morrison demanded a 
lot from his students.
“At times, I found him intimidating,” 
junior Anne Winchester, who was in 
Morrison’s Spanish 351 class, said. “But, 
he didn’t mean to be that way.”
Even though he may be demanding, 
Winchester said Morrison was eager to 
share his knowledge.
When she went to Morrison’s office 
to have him approve her classes for study 
abroad, Winchester said Morrison was 
excited to share tips and recommend what 
she should do with her time in Costa Rica.
Junior Ben Flunker had Morrison for 
Spanish 201 and Spanish 351. Flunker 
said Morrison was one o f the more 
extraordinary professors he has had.
“He would make you work for your 
grade,” Flunker said. “But, would give 
very, very good help if  need be or if you
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“I think his upbeat attitude has always 
‘He felt so loved at SIUE.” encouraged me to be upbeat.” “He looked like a giant teddy bear.1
-niece Jill Morey -foreign language department chair -Spanish professor Julian Bueno 
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Labyrinth walk offers peaceful journey
by Maggie Willis
Alestle Reporter
In between classes, work, 
organizations and all the other 
responsibilities o f college life, 
students have the chance to 
escape or relieve their stress by 
walking the “Labyrinth Peace 
Walk” in the Religious Center’s 
dome room.
While images o f David 
Bowie or the Minotaur might 
come to mind, the labyrinth is in 
fact a large canvas painted with a 
blue, 7-circuit turning path 
leading to a circular area in the 
center.
The Labyrinth Peace Walk is 
available from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
every Tuesday.
According to the Rev. Paul 
Burden o f United Campus 
Ministry, the point o f walking the 
labyrinth is to follow the winding 
path to the center and back as 
part of a meditation, spiritual 
reflection or thinking exercise.
“It provides people with an 
opportunity to have some quiet, 
reflective time,” Burden said. “I 
find it to be a very helpful time of 
spiritual renewal.”
While the Religious Center 
provides fliers with suggestions 
for using the labyrinth -  such as 
walking slowly and in a peaceful 
rhythm, pausing at the center for 
reflection and not rushing or 
forcing the experience -  the 
exercise is ultimately meant to be 
a unique experience fitted to the 
walker’s needs and desires.
“The neat thing about the 
labyrinth is that there are no hard 
and fast rules about walking it,” 
Burden said. “You can walk it 
multiple times. You can walk it
quickly or slowly. You can even 
stop in the middle to meditate.”
Although the walk is hosted 
by the Religious Center, it is nor 
solely a religious experience. 
Burden maintains that students 
of all faiths and religious practice 
are welcome to walk the 
labyrinth.
“An agnostic or atheist can 
enjoy it as much as a Christian or 
a Hindu or a Buddhist,” Burden 
said.
The Religious Center 
labyrinth can have anywhere 
between one to half a dozen 
people walking it each week. 
Burden himself also uses it.
“I find it to be a very helpful 
time o f spiritual renewal,” 
Burden said. “Sometimes when I 
walk the labyrinth, I maybe walk 
it with certain things in mind and
I may focus on those as I pray or 
meditate. Other times, I may 
walk it without anything in 
mind. Sometimes just walking 
can be very refreshing, walking 
without any particular agenda.”
Max Klinkenborg, a 
labyrinth advocate who used to 
run a labyrinth ministry, said he 
first encountered the labyrinth at 
a workshop in Indianapolis.
“My wife and I attended a 
workshop in Indianapolis where 
we had our first chance to use the 
labyrinth, and we were persuaded 
that it was a powerful tool for 
meditation and prayer,” 
Klinkenborg said.
The workshop he attended 
was run by the Rev. Dr. Lauren 
Artress, who is perhaps the 
biggest advocate of the labyrinth 
in the nation.
“She (Artress) is an 
Episcopal priest who went to the
Chartres Cathedral in France, 
which has an eleven-circuit 
labyrinth in the mosaic of the 
floor,” Klinkenborg said. “She in 
turn brought that pattern back to 
her church and became the voice 
of the labyrinth and of the use of 
the labyrinth in the U.S.”
While the labyrinth has only 
really caught on in the U.S. in the 
past 15 years, it is an ancient, 
widespread tool, according to 
Klinkenborg.
“You can find a variation of 
it almost all over the world,” 
Klinkenborg said. “It’s almost a 
universal symbol that’s part of 
every culture. The Native 
American medicine wheel in the 
U.S. for the Plain Indians is a 
primitive form of the labyrinth. A 
lot o f medical centers have even 
built labyrinths in their 
complexes, in the garden or in 
walk areas for people to build 
stress.”
Associate professor of 
English John Savoie, who used to 
be the SIUE Lutheran Campus 
Ministry adviser, said he had 
heard o f the meditative practice 
o f walking the labyrinth.
“You could compare it to 
sitting quietly or kneeling in 
prayer or taking a walk to work 
things out,” Savoie said.
However, Savoie also said he 
does not participate in the 
exercise.
“I probably would not 
consider using a labyrinth for a 
spiritual experience -  except 
maybe a corn maze,” Savoie said. 
“But I do believe it’s certainly 
possible.”
Maggie Willis can be reached at
mwilUs@akstlelm.com or 650-3527.









The Labyrinth at the Religious 
Center is available each 
Tuesday for anyone wanting to 
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BLEACHERS
from pg. 1 __
recognizes the need for changes.
“The old bleachers were an 
absolute nightmare for 
maintenance,” Ostrander said. 
“They have failed repeatedly, and 
the school has been fortunate not 
to have to delay or postpone 
important events, such as 
commencements or career fairs.” 
Ostrander said the 
Vadalabene Center’s main
function is to support the 
educational process, and the 
addition o f new classroom 
facilities, administrative offices 
and storage room underneath the 
top set of bleachers should be 
seen as some of the main benefits 
of the renovations.




the committee sold red bracelets 
featuring the campaign’s “Bring 
the Cougar Home” slogan for $2 
each.
Sperotto explained that a few 
university departments assisted in 
wristband sales. At one point, 
Enrollment Management
purchased wristbands for each 
incoming freshman, while 
Intercollegiate Athletics
furnished wristbands for all 
athletes. Sperotto said the Office 
o f the Vice Chancellor for 
Student Affairs also assisted in 
fundraising.
A permanent sign o f 
fundraising efforts will be the 
152 commemorative bricks 
covering the four-foot base of the 
statue. According to Sperotto, 
many o f the bricks were 
purchased by alumni.
The committee also hosted 
fundraising events, including 
concession stands, trivia nights 
and a date auction.
MORRISON
from pg. 2
The unveiling ceremony will 
begin at noon Wednesday on the 
Stratton Quadrangle, near the 
Morris University Center. 
Estilette will preside over the 
ceremony, while Grashoff and 
Chancellor Vaughn Vandegrift 
will be featured speakers.
“We will have quite a few 
past Student Government 
presidents in attendance,” 
Estilette said, mentioning former 
student body presidents Dell 
Jones, Cindy (Holesko) Allen 
and Carl B. Mitchell.
Events prior to the ceremony 
include the unveiling o f the new 
SIUE athletics logo at 11:15 in 
the Morris University Center’s 
Goshen Lounge, followed by a 
ceremony recognizing the 2007 
NCAA Division II champion 
SIUE women’s softball team.
Megan McClure can be reached at 
mmcclure@alestlelm.com or 650-3527.
sought him out. He would not 
help the people who would not 
help themselves.”
Flunker said he was nervous 
about taking Morrison’s upper 
level Spanish class early in his 
college career. He went to talk to 
Morrison to make sure he could 
handle the harder course work.
“When I went in, he gave me 
nothing but assurance that as 
long as I am a good student I will 
be fine,” Fluenker said.
Junior Natalie Cronister had 
Morrison for Spanish 351 also 
and said he was a “really hard” 
professor. However, she said she 
had a lot o f respect for him.
“You could really tell he 
loved doing what he did,” 
Cronister said. “He loved 
learning; he loved teaching.”
The news o f Morrison’s 
passing was a surprise to 
everyone, but not entirely 
shocking.
As a Christian Scientist, 
Morrison did not believe in 
seeking medical attention, so no 
one knew his state of health.
“I think most o f us sensed 
that he wasn’t well,” Fonseca 
said.
Morey said he would never 
wanted to talk about how he was 
doing, but always wanted to 
know how she and her family 
were.
“He didn’t want to us to
TheRANK
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know he was suffering,” Morey 
said. “He didn’t want to have to 
bother us.”
Friday’s memorial service 
will give the SIUE community 
the opportunity to honor and 
remember Morrison.
“I think it is a wonderful way 
for friends and colleagues to say 
goodbye,” Morey said.
Even though Morrison will 
never again be heard speaking in 
different languages, his 
personality will be remembered 
by all of his friends, colleagues, 
students and family.
“The way he laughed and the 
way he joked,” Fluenker said. “I 
will always remember the way 
that man joked and smiled.”
The SIUE Foundation is 
accepting donations for a granite 
bench to be placed in memory of 
Morrison in the Myer Arboretum 
near The Gardens. Those 
interested in donating .rn send 
checks made payable to the SIUE 
Foundation to Marilyn Marsho, 
College o f Arts and Sciences 
Campus Box 1608, SIUE, 
Edwardsville, IL 62025. The 
check should include “Rick 
Morrison Tribute” in the memo 
line of their checks. Donations 
may also be made online through 
the SIUE Foundation Web site.
Holly Meyer can be reached at
hmyer@alestleUve.am or 650-3527.
How does $50 and 
a FREE pizza sound i
Open a savings and checking account
and we’ll give you $50
when you sign up for a debit card
' I f  savings account is dosed  within 365 days, initial ¡5 0  deposit remains at 
Scott Credit Union Must open Savings Checking, and Debit Card to qualify.
BONUS OFFER!
*  A Get a coupon for 
a FR EE pizza
when you sign up 
for a debit card!
Open your FREE checking account today and enjoy 
FREE access to 32,000 ATMs, FREE Online Bill Pay, 
and much more!
NCUA
fC O T T  
C R E D I T  
J V I O I V
1067 S. State Route 157 Edwardsville, IL 62025 
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M o i t d a t j ,
H om ecom ing King and Queen  
Voting
10AM -6PM
M U C  Goshen Lounge
S o d a  Sh op
11:30AM -1 :00PM  
Eng ineering Build ing Lobby
G olf C a rt Parade
11:30AM
S tra tto n  Quadrang le
T M m rn S ®®!, @ g ® d k m *  M
H om ecom ing  King and  Queen  
Voting
10AM -6PM
M UC  Goshen Lounge
S o d a  S h o p
11-.30AM-1PM  
Peck H a ll Lobby
R ecliner Races
N o o n
S tra tto n  Q u a d ra n g le
Livewire: M eg  A llison from  USA  
N etw ork 's  "N ashville  Star"
Noon
M UC  Goshen Lounge
C o sm ic Bow ling
7PM -9PM
M U C  C ougar Lanes
New  SIUE C ougar 
Logo Launch
11:15 A M
M UC  Goshen Lounge
C o u g a r Statue D edication
Noon
M UC  N o rth  Entrance
M ovie: H a irsp ray
7:00PM




M U C  Goshen Lounge
Early  Childhood  
Reunion Reception
4P M 8 :3 0P M  
M U C  Univers ity  
Club Restau ran t
Pep Rally & Bonfire
6 :30PM
W ood land Bow l
M UC  Goshen Lounge (ra in loca tion )
Hom ecom ing Dance -  "D ancin ' 
Through the D ecades"
Spon sored  by Residence  
H ousing Association
9PM-11:30PM
RHA Homecom ing Prince & Princess  
C orona tion -  11PM  
M U C  M erid ian  Ballroom
6th A nnual Chili Cook-Off 
Spon sored  by SIUE Club S p o rts
5:30PM -7:30PM  
Korte S tad ium
W inne r to be announced between  
W om en's & Men's Soccer Games
H om ecom ing S o ccer G am e vs. 
University of M issouri-St. Louis
5P M  Women's  
7:30PM  Men's  
Korte S tad ium  
Tricycle Races
Sponsored by Residence Housing  
Assoc ia tion  
Between Men's and  
W omen's Soccer Games
H om ecom ing Royalty Coronation
H a lf  tim e M en ’s Soccer Game
C asin o  Night
9PM
M U C  Goshen Lounge &
M erid ian  Ballroom




C ougar Parent & Fam ily 
A ssociation Advisory Council 
Breakfast
9:30 AM
M UC In te rna tiona l Room
Big Red Read with C lifford  the 
Big Red Dog
10AM
M UC Goshen Lounge
Family W eekend at the Rock  
Clim bing Wall
10AM-2PM
S tuden t F itness C en te r
Hom ecom ing C lass ic  and  
Custom  Car Show
11AM-4PM  
Parking Lot B
SIUE Alum ni Picnic
Noon




Field West o f M orris
Univers ity Center
Kid 's Corner Inflatables
Noon-4PM
Field West o f M orris
University Center
Family, Friends, and Fun Bowling  
Tournam ent
Noon-5PM  
M UC Cougar Lanes
N ursing Sim ulator 
Lab Tours
1PM-3PM
A lum n i Hall, Second F loor
Student A ffa irs Alum ni and  
Friends Hom ecom ing  
H ospitality Tent
1:30 PM  -  3:00 PM  
Recreationa l Sports Complex
Pom-poms & P opcorn  
Sponsored  by the  
C ougar Parent &
Family A ssociation
2PM  3PM
Recreationa l Sports  Complex
InterVarsity Christian  Fellow ship  
Alum ni, Friends, & Fam ily Ice 
Cream  Socia l
2PM -4PM  
Religious Center












Club Show case  
Frederick W inters- Hypnotist/ 
INPULSE -  
A C apella  G roup
8PM
M UC M erid ian  Ba llroom
S m m S m g b  ffl
C hance llo r's  L iterary  Society  
Closing Cerem ony
10:30 A M
M UC M iss iss ipp i/Illino is  Room
Sunday Brunch
11 AM -1 :30PM  
M UC Restau rant
SIUE S o cce r vs. U M  Rolla
Womens' -  Noon  
M en ’s -  2:30PM  
Korte S tad ium
For m ore  in fo rm a t io n  co n ta c t the 
K im m e l L e ad e rsh ip  C e n te r  a t 
(618) 650 -2686 .
siue
1 9 5 7 - 2 0 0 7
Express your opinion 24 hours a day, seven days a week! 
Polls, message boards and more at www.alestlelive.com
T hursday, Septem ber 2 7 , 2 0 0 7
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Letters to the Edttor Policy:
The editors, staff and publishers of the 
Alesde believe in the fiee exchange of 
ideas, concerns and opinions and will 
publish as many letters as possible.
Letters may be turned in at the Alestle 
office located in the Morris University 
Center, Room 2022 or via e-mail at 
jgibson@alestlelive.com.
All hard copy letters should be typed 
and double-spaced. Letters should be 
no longer than 500 words.
Please include phone number, 
signature, class rank and major.
We reserve the right to edit letters for 
grammar and content. However, care 
will be taken to ensure that the letter’s 
message is not lost or altered.
Letters to the editor will not be printed 
anonymously except under extreme 
circumstances.
We reserve the right to reject letters.
About the Alestle:
One copy of the Alestle is no charge. 
Additional copies cost 25 cents.
The Alestle is a member of the Illinois 
College Press Association, the 
Associated Collegate Press and U- 
WIRE.
The name Alestle is an acronym 
derived from the names of the three 
campus locations of Southern Illinois 
University Edwardsville: Alton, East St. 
Louis and Edwardsville.
The Alestle is published on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays during fall and spring 
semesters and on Wednesdays during 




Send us an e-mail: 
jgibson@alestlelive.com 
The A'-stle 
Campus &  1167 
Edwardsville, C. 16-1167
Questions or comments regarding this section? 
Contact Opinion Editor Justin Gibson at 
650-3527 orjgibson@alestlelive.com
Hookah story blown out of proportion
According to the Tuscola 
Web site, “our (Tuscola’s) 
centralized location in the heart 
of the Midwest makes Tuscola the 
hub o f a diverse array o f 
offerings...” That obviously does 
not include a hookah bar.
After reading the recent 
a r t i c l e  
“ F r e s h m a n  
pageant queen Guest 
dethroned after Columnist 
hookah pictures 
surface,” I
laughed. OK, I should be serious 
-  I didn’t laugh, it was more o f a 
mixture of a laugh and a scoff.
First, has anyone on that 
Board of Commerce done any 
research on smoking a hookah? 
Probably not. In fact, I bet that 
they were all going off of their 
own misconceptions o f the 
hookah (which I am sure were 
based on our drug-using friend, 
the Caterpillar from “Through 
the Looking Glass” by Lewis 
Carroll). I f these men, and very 
few women, had done any 
research they would know that
smoking a hookah means 
smoking an all-natural tobacco -  
generally flavored -  as a social 
and cultural interaction.
Let’s place the obvious aside. 
It comes as no surprise that this 
issue was such a controversy. I 
mean, come on, how many times 
have you heard the phrase, 
“Small towns, small minds?” 
Exactly.
Really, I feel sorry for Ann 
Knight. This whole situation 
means that someone was 
ridiculous enough to find her on 
Facebook, print out her picture, 
send it in to the Tuscola Chamber 
of Commerce and watch as a 
group o f small-minded adults 
decide to “dethrone” a young 
woman for enjoying a harmless 
night out with her friends.
And for those who want to 
argue, “Oh, well, she broke a 
rule.” It’s obvious the rule was 
ridiculous to begin with. And, if 
you’re going to use that trite 
argument, I will tritely reply, 
“Rules were made to be broken.”
Furthermore, did anyone see
the picture o f Knight in the 
Alestle? Come on Ann, everyone 
knows it takes a special talent to 
take an exhalation picture 
without looking like a total dork. 
I f you’re going to be “Miss 
Tuscola,” you might want to 
consider a couple more shots next 
tirrfe. (Ann, you know that was a 
joke, right?)
Why is it that this keeps 
happening? You would think that 
the adults o f today would 
understand that the younger 
generation is just trying to “find” 
itself, like the generations had 
done before them. Smoking a 
hookah should be no reason to 
dethrone someone. Past mistakes 
are no reason to punish our 
generation by preventing access 
to a student building.
It’s not Pleasantville, people, 





Clerical staff deserves a raise
Has our university become 
so tight with their money that an 
extra 50 cents seems like an 
appalling and offensive amount 
to give but to a couple hundred
h a r d - w o r k i n g -----------------
people? If you 
have been a 
student here for 
long, or even 
s o m e w h a t  
associated with 
the school, you 
should already 
know that here at 
SIUE we are all 
about our
money; but still 
,is 50 cents a person really that 
much?
Apparently so, since the 
American Federation o f State, 
County and Municipal 
Employees Local 2887, a union 
of SIUE clerical staff, has been 
fighting since April to get a small 
increase in wages.
The 50 cents that is being 
asked for would be expended to 
about 300 employees that would 
cost the school roughly $12,000
Justin
Gibson
each pay period. That is a small 
price for a university in the grand 
scheme o f things, but 50 cents an 
hour added to a salary o f a 40 
hour a week employee gives them 
around $40 extra on their 
paycheck. That much money 
could pay a large chunk of a 
utility bill.
So why give the clerical staff 
that much of a raise? Maybe the 
school really can’t afford it at this 
point in time. In that case forget 
about the 19.5 percent pay 
increase that Chancellor 
Vandegrift received in July to 
raise his salary to $260,000 a 
year. Don’t worry, though, before 
his raise he was still sitting 
comfortably at $217,500 a year.
Don’t forget about Associate 
Provost Susan Thomas who 
received a 28 percent pay 
increase, also in July, to raise her 
salary to $125,000 a year.
Not to say that these 
administrative officials at SIUE 
don’t deserve the money they 
earn, but doesn’t it make the 50 
cents that is being asked for a 
little bit more reasonable? Some
of the 300 clerical staff receive 
only $9.56 an hour.
Admittedly, clerical staff 
could be considered by the 
university as expendable and easy 
to replace, but what is wrong 
with showing some loyalty to the 
people who make the university 
run smoothly every day? Why 
not show some loyalty to the 
people who have been working 
under an expired contract since 
May, and still show up day in and 
day out?
Are the big wigs and others 
at the top of the totem pole the 
only ones worthwhile o f a decent 
raise?
It’s only right that the people 
who help us every day be allowed 
to make a reasonable living. We 
should be embarrassed that our 
clerical staff is one o f the lowest 
paid in the state o f Illinois. 
Perhaps it would better to focus 
on helping the people who put 
the “e” in SIU, rather than 
painting giant ones on our
sidewalks.___________________





Last Thursday, many 
students within the SIUE 
community demonstrated a 
powerful message by wearing 
black in protest o f the racial 
injustice surrounding the Jena Six 
case. Those students and SIUE 
organizations that
commemorated the Thursday 
protest should be commended for 
taking a stance 
against injustice, 
but also for G l ie S t  
i n c r e a s i n g  C o l u m n i s t
c o m m u n i t y  ___ _____ ____
awareness o f it.
Now, a new message must be 
advocated — tolerance.
According to a recent news 
article “Colleges See Flare in 
Racial Incidents,” college 
communities are witnessing 
issues o f racial intolerance.
According to a Washington 
Post article, “A couple o f weeks 
into classes at the University of 
Maryland, a rope tied into what 
looked like a noose was found 
hanging outside the campus’s 
African American cultural 
center.”
Considering that college 
campuses are among the most 
diverse populations in the United 
States, the existence o f 
intolerance seems ironic. But 
then, after taking a closer look at 
many college communities 
throughout America, one may be 
able to understand why the 
cultural education that is 
supposed to take place in college 
does not. Different cultures don’t 
really interact.
Evidence o f this 
phenomenon is visible when 
strolling through school cafeterias 
and seeing ethnicities divided 
into something similar to ethnic 
neighborhoods. For example, at 
the Center Court in the Morris 
University Center, ethnic groups 
usually have particular sections of 
the cafeteria where they 
congregate; with the exception of 
there being one or two “mixed” 
sections in the cafeteria.
Students at SIUE should 
become an example o f higher 
thinking to universities across 
America by embracing diversity 
within its community.
The first step is simple: 
become familiar with diversity 
within your community. The 
second step: interact with others 
from different cultures. And, 
finally: understand and learn 
from the experiences o f others.
These simple steps could 
| make a great difference in 
! dissolving cultural ignorance, 
which the Rev. Martin Luther 
j King Jr. said is the root o f hatred.
Britney Barr
Junior
Questions or comments regarding 
this section? Contact A&E Editor 
Catherine Klene at 650-3531 or 
cklene@alestlelive.com.
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Bottom: Judy Collins performs at the Mississippi River 
Festival which was an SIUE tradition from 1969 to 1980.
Right: Collins today.
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Judy Collin»
SlUt star then and afain
by Matthew Schroyer
Alestle Reporter
The first installment of Arts & Issues will evoke 
memories from concerts past.
In the heyday o f the iconic Mississippi River 
Festival, folk-singing legend Judy Collins entertained 
audiences five times, and became forever 
synonymous with the outdoor music festival. 
Saturday, she joins in the SIUE 50th anniversary 
celebration and plays before an SIUE crowd for a 
sixth time.
Collins will perform at 8 p.m. at the Morris 
University Center’s Meridian Ballroom.
“The Mississippi River Festival was most o f the 
remembered extracurricular activities in the 
university’s history, and we’re excited to see her 
here,” Arts & Issues coordinator Grand Andree said.
Ticket sales have been strong, Andree said, 
which he attributed to the Grammy-award winner’s 
historically strong following.
“She’s a great songwriter and has an incredible 
voice,” Andree said. “She had a 40-year career, so 
obviously she touches people with her music.”
Rich Walker, former coordinator o f Arts & 
Issues, helped book Collins and others for the 
twenty-third Arts & Issues season.
“She was one o f the most important interpretive 
folk singers o f the sixties,” Walker said. “I’m looking 
forward to seeing the concert myself.”
Susan Grimes, head nurse o f Health Services 
and folk music listener, had intended to see a Collins 
concert last year in St. Louis. But when the concert 
was canceled, her plans had changed. She said she 
was excited to finally get the chance to hear Collins 
in person.
“I’m just very glad,” Grimes said. “I think it’s 
great for the community.”
Grimes said she had been attending Arts & 
Issues programs since 1996, and saw Joan Baez, 
another folk legend, perform during the 2005 
season.
Collins’ first album was cut at age 22. Titled “A 
Maid o f Constant Sorrow,” the album was a 
compilation o f traditional folk songs. It was 1961,
and she had recendy signed with Elektra records, a 
partnership that would continue for 35 years. 
According to a 2001 interview by the Washington 
Post, the album took five hours to record and 
required no edits.
Collins later spoke out about the Vietnam War 
and supported UNICEF and Amnesty America. She 
also published the book “Sanity and Grace” after the 
suicide o f her only son, which chronicled the events 
leading up to the death and documented her struggle 
to heal. The book was written to help grieving 
families suffering from the loss o f a family member 
from suicide.
Collins appeared under the Mississippi River 
Festival tent in 1970, 1971, 1973, 1975 and finally 
in 1976. While she didn’t draw the biggest crowd of 
the festival (a distinction earned by The Who in 
1971 with a crowd of nearly 32,000), she always 
drew a core group o f fans, archivist Steve Kerber 
said.
“She was tremendously popular with her 
crowd,” Kerber said. “She is one of the favorite 
artists o f all time for what she does. People came to 
listen to Judy Collins, and not just to be there.”
Collins has maintained being active in 
performing and recording ever since her debut, and 
released “Judy Collins Sings Lennon and 
McCartney” in July 2007. The album continues a 
tradition of interpretation o f well-known artists, and 
contains recordings o f “Hey Jude” and “Penny 
Lane.”
“She’s built a pretty strong fan base, and they 
will be here in force,” Walker said.
Collins will be followed by another well-known 
folk singer, Arlo Guthrie, on March 5. Guthrie 
played the Mississippi River Festival four times, and 
is also scheduled as part o f the Arts & Issues calendar.
Tickets to see Judy Collins are $35 for general 
admission and $15 for students with a Cougar Card, 
and can be ordered from the Dunham Hall Box 
Office at 650-2774. For more information about the 
Arts & Issues series, visit the Arts & Issues Web site 
at siue.edu/artsandissues.




1961 -  Collins releases her first album, "A Maid of Constant Sorrow."
1963 -  Collins wins Grammy award for best folk performance or folk 
recording for lo t h  Sides Now."
1967 -  The album “Wildflowers" is released with Collins' rendition of Both 
Sides Now," which is now in the Grammy Hall of fame.
1970 -  Collins performs at the Mississippi River festival for the first time. 
She returned to the MRf four more times in the 19/Os.
1975 -  Collins is nominated for an Academy Award for co-directing the 
documentary “Antonia: A Portrait of a Woman."
1993 - Collins performs "Amazing Grace" and "Chelsea Horning” at Bill 
Clinton's presidential inauguration.
1995 -  Collins receives Danny Kaye Memorial Award for her work with 
UNICEF.
2 0 0 3  -  Collins releases her book “Sanity and Grace: A Journey of Suicide, 
Survival and Strength."
2 0 0 7 -  Collins releases latest album, "Judy Collins Sings Lennon and 
McCartney."
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by Katie Gregowicz
Alestle Correspondent
Sounds o f jazz and the smell 
of food filled the air and lured the 
SIUE community to the quad 
during A Taste o f SIUE Monday.
Local restaurants came_to 
the university offering 
inexpensive food to help 
celebrate SIU E’s 50th 
anniversary. Bella Milano, Cold 
Stone Creamery, Culver’s, 
Ravanelli’s, Krieger’s, Neruda 
and SIUE Dining Services were 
just some of the restaurants in 
attendance.
Since Laura Debo’s favorite 
restaurant, La Fonda, did not 
have a booth, the junior nursing 
major was eating rigatoni and 
garlic bread from Ravanelli’s.
“Dude, this is amazing,” 
Debo said. “It was a very popular 
booth.”
Up to 20 people stood in 
line at the booth for Ravanelli’s at 
one point.
“It must be because people 
smelled it,” Catering Manager 
Jeanette Kelly said.
Ravanelli’s has locations in 
Granite City and Collinsville, and 
Kelly said two of her workers 
attend SIUE. She said the 
restaurant also makes frequent 
deliveries to Lovejoy Library.
“I f  the order is more than 
$100, we deliver,” Kelly said. 
“Also, all o f our food is made 
from scratch.”
Stacy Monroe, who has 
worked at the restaurant for 
about a year, said the rigatoni, 
garlic bread and carrot cake being 
sold Monday would normally 
cost about $7, but only cost $3 
that day.
Leigh Ann Bluhm, who 
works at Bella Milano, knew 
what a good price that those in 
attendance were getting.
“These places aren’t cheap,” 
Bluhm said. “This is a great 
deal.”
Jennifer Atnip, a senior 
majoring in social work, thought 
about grabbing some food before 
class.
“I’m a poor college kid, and 
this is a good price,” Atnip said.
Senior public relations major 
Ian Ashcraft thought the same 
thing.
“Ravanelli’s seems like the 
best for the buck,” Ashcraft said.
At the Cold Stone Creamery 
booth, two flavors were being 
offered, Founders Favorite and 
Dark Chocolate Devotion. 
Customers could get one for $2 
or two for $3. Karen Becker, who 
co-owns the ice cream shop with 
her mother-in-law, went to SIUE 
in the 1990s.
“We want students to know 
that there’s a Cold Stone 
Creamery right down the road,” 
Becker said.
Sophomore international 
business major Maureen 
Anderson is a shift leader at the 
Edwardsville Cold Stone 
Creamery and has worked there 
ever since it opened. Her favorite 
ice cream is dark chocolate with 
brownie and hot fudge mixed in.
Anderson said she loves 
working the drive through, and 
she can have customers through 
it in two to three minutes. She 
calls it “fast and zippy.”
Erin Brown and Chris Carter 
were next door to the Cold Stone 
Creamery booth working at the 
Krieger’s booth.
“Krieger’s is close to campus
and a lot o f college kids work 
there,” said Brown, a senior 
majoring in business 
administration and a bartender at 
the restaurant.
At the University Restaurant 
booth, sophomore public 
relations major Lauren Buchler 
served portabella mushrooms and 
pork tenderloins on rolls.
“The best thing about 
working here is the hours. We are 
only open from 11 a.m. to 2 
p.m.” Buchler said.
She encouraged saidents to 
eat at the University Restuarant.
“If you live on campus, you 
get to use your discount, so you 
get a sit down meal for cheap,” 
Buchler said.
Buchler was excited about 
the soft tacos that Taco Bell was 
offering and the Party Pretzels at 
the Auntie Anne’s booth.
For dessert, people at the 
event could get free snow cones 
at the Up Till Dawn booth next 
to the University Center.
Stephanie Reckmann, who is 
the Up Till Dawn chair, said that 
the organization is a “letter 
writing campaign open to all 
students to raise money for St. 
Jude’s, which is a treatment and 
research facility for children with 
catastrophic diseases.”
Ed Weiler, a pre-pharmacy 
sophomore, said the group had a 
booth at the event “to help get 
the information out to people.”
Katie Gregowicz can be reached at 
lgregoTvicz@alestlelive.com or 650- 
3531.
Robert Mullen/Alestle
Top: A worker serves food at the Taste of SIUE.
Bottom: Students and faculty browse vendors at the Taste of 
SIUE.
w  R a t i n g :  "E astern  P rom ises
by Wes Helmholz
Alestle Correspondent
In his latest film “Eastern 
Promises,” Canadian director 
David Cronenberg addresses the 
seedy world of Russian mobsters 
living and operating in the 
underground of London.
“Eastern Promises”
combines excellent acting by 
some o f the principal cast 
members with gratuitous graphic 
violence, and, unfortunately, the 
latter ended up shaping my 
perception o f the film. Certainly, 
graphic depictions o f certain 
scenes were important for the 
film’s storyline and its theme, but
the depth of certain depictions 
was unnecessary.
Viggo Mortensen, who 
previously collaborated with 
Cronenberg in “A History of 
Violence,” stars here as Nikolai, 
the smooth, laid-back driver for a 
Russian crime family operating in 
London under the guise of 
restaurant ownership.
Through a complicated 
series o f events, Nikolai comes in 
contact with Naomi Watts’ 
character Anna, a hospital 
midwife. Anna delivers a baby 
whose mother dies while giving 
birth and leaves behind a diary 
whose entries lead Anna to the 
Trans-Siberian Restaurant.
Semyon, played by the 
fantastic Armin Mueller-Stahl 
(previously seen as, among other
characters, David Helfgott’s 
father in “Shine”), runs the 
restaurant.
Semyon exudes a fatherly 
charm, but the film reveals him 
to be the cold and authoritarian 
head o f the London arm o f the 
Russian crime syndicate 
known as Vory V Zakorte.
His son, Kirill, played by 
Vincent Cassel, and Nikolai 
act as the enforcers o f his 
unit.
The film chronicles Anna’s 
attempts to find out more about 
the life and family o f the dead 
girl, in the interest o f finding a 
home for the orphaned Russian 
girl. Her interactions and 
reluctant bond with Nikolai also 
form the basis of the film.
Cronenberg, whose previous
works
include “A History o f 
Violence” and the remake of 
“The Fly” starring Jeff 
Goldblum, may be best known 
for his visceral depictions of 
violence, which are staged 
realistically and leave little to the 
imagination, yet still conjure a 
feeling that the viewer is 
watching a well-choreographed
and
dramatic dance. Another 
Cronenberg trademark may be 
the feeling o f impending dread 
that permeates his films and 
refuses to let the viewer forget 
the nature o f the characters and 
the world he has depicted.
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Several o f the great 
performances in this film deserve 
mention. Mortensen is 
particularly excellent as the suave 
but brutal Nikolai, whose true 
allegiances cannot be determined 
before the conclusion o f the film. 
His Russian accent is very 
believable, and if anyone was 
uncertain as to whether he could 
handle top billing in a film, they 
should look no further than here.
Also excellent is Vincent 
Cassel as Semyon’s impetuous 
son, Kirill. Previously seen as the 
villain in the film “Derailed,” his 
portrayal o f the psychotic but 
impishly childish Kirill was one 
of the highlights o f this grim
film.
Watts is decent here, but, as 
in several o f her films, the other 
characters and the action 
command the attention o f the 
viewer. This is not necessarily her 
fault, as her character doesn’t 
undergo much in the way of 
development. The deck may have 
been stacked against her here, 
with several excellently fleshed- 
out characters exchanging great 
dialogue and interacting around 
her.
Another excellent aspect of 
“Eastern Promises” is its 
recreation of Russian culture as it 
thrives in patches o f London. 
The scenes of dinner parties in
the Trans-Siberian Restaurant 
reveal a vibrant ethnicity replete 
with dancing, singing, and plenty 
o f borscht and other Eastern 
European cuisine.
Overall, however, not many 
people would leave the theater 
satisfied due to its grim, slow 
and somewhat lifeless pace. 
While this may not be a reflection 
o f its cinematic value, as 
entertainment, it suffers from too 
much gore and not enough 
editing.
Wes Helmholz can be reached at 




Times vary at all local Wehrenberg Theaters
$1, contact (314) 822-4520
St. Jude Ch ild ren 's  Hospital Charity Walk
4:50 to 7:30 p.m., Evergreen Hall




7 p.m., Center of Creative Arts
$17, contact C O C A  at (314) 725-6555
Art A fter 5: Jav ie r Mendoza
5 p.m., St. Louis Art Museum
Free, call (314) 721-0072
Double Feature Movie Night: "C rash" and
"B lades o f G lo ry"
8 p.m., Evergreen Hall Multifunction Room 
Free, contact Evergreen Hall front desk at 650- 
4254
Saturday
Belly Dancing W orkshop
1:30 to 4:30 p.m., Room 2304 of Vadalabene 
Center
$10, contact University Dance Organization at 
650-2774
Blues, Brews and BBQ
1 p.m., T.R. Hughes Stadium
Free, contact G. Hermann at (314) 603-2341
Drew Hastings
8 p.m., The Pageant
$25, call The Pageant at (314) 726-6161
also
Rockapella, 1:30 and 3:30 p.m.
Sunday
Comedian Don R ick ies
3 p.m. at Touhill Performing Arts Center 
$30 to $50, contact the ticket office at (314) 
516-4949 
also




Ado le scence  com es w ith  a one-tim e 
w indow for building bones that w ill stay 
stronger into adu lthood and beyond. 
That's why it's so im portant for young 
teens to "build the ir bone banks" w ith 
weight-bearing exercise and a diet rich 
in calcium. At least three cups of low fat 
or fat free m ilk plus other calcium-rich 
foods each day is a good rule. For more 
in form ation , v is it  a r th o in fo .o rg  and 
n ichd .n ih .gov /m ilk
AAOS
A m e r i c a n  A c a d e m y  o f  
O r t h o p a e d i c  S u r g e o n s
milk matters
A program of the U.S. Department 
of Health and Human Services 
National Institutes of Health 
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B A K  A G R IL L
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cursion
S a l o n  I n c .
H air Design ♦  Waxing ♦ C orrective C o lo r 
fo ils  ♦ H ighlights
Mention this ad and 
recieve 20% o ff with 
these stylists:
♦ Nikki M oore
♦ Mollie Gabriel
♦ Sanua Lawless 




W ednesday -  ^am-Spm 
Thursday—  ÿam-ôpm 
Friday— —  ?am~6pm 
Saturday —  ?am~2pm
Professional Products 
Raul M itchell ♦ Redken ♦ ISO  and more!
(¿IS) 696 ♦ 7202
#5 G inger C reek Village ♦ Glen C arbon, IL ¿20M-





120 East Vandalia St.
(618) 692-1515
555 tfeaLv




$ 9 . 9 9
Large 1-Topping 
2 Liter & Bread Item
$11.99
OCTOBER 
1 1 :3 0 -1 2 :3 0  
GOSHEN LOUNGE
You may haw  
seen heron:
ww. w. s iue . e d it/ca b
Upcoming Cougars Events:
Thursday, Sept. 27 - Volleyball at St. Joseph’s - 7 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 28 - M/W Soccer at Northern Kentucky - 5 p.m. 
Friday, Sept. 28 - Volleyball at Northern Kentucky - 7 p.m.
Thursday, September 27, 2007 __________
orts
mvw.alestlelive.com
Questions or comments regarding this section?
Contact Sports Editor Tony Patrico at 
650-3524 or apatrico@alestlelive.com
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The gray side 
of the NFEs 
judicial system
Having a certain skin color is not a crime. Being of a certain 
ethnic descent is not a crime. Being a certain religion is not a crime.
With this being true, why do these always seem to play a factor in 
any prominent court case that enters into the spodight? By the end of 
the trial or the indictment, it seems as if the actual facts seem to be on 
the backburner and everyone looks toward race, ethnicity, religion and 
gender.
For example, a recent column by a senior reporter at ESPN 
discusses how the current cases of Michael Vick and O.J. Simpson are 
being blown out o f proportion because of their celebrity status and 
their race.
Do you think that the exposure would have been different if the 
two parties involved in the separate cases were Tom Brady and Mike 
Alstott? No, but then again, these athletes have had no previous run- 
ins with the law. Both o f these two athletes have gone through their 
careers with very litde attention to themselves off of the field.
Vick, on the other hand, has had his hands full o f trouble. I f not 
with his brother Marcus and his continuing battles with the judicial 
system, Vick also has had his fair share o f boisterous comments that 
have made headlines about things off o f the field.
Simpson has also had numerous accusations thrown his way. Most 
notable is that double homicide case in the murder o f his wife Nicole 
Brown Simpson, and her friend, Ron Goldman. Though he was not 
convicted in a criminal trial, Simpson was found guilty during the civil 
trial.
On top o f that, Simpson has been in and out o f headlines, 
especially after the attempt o f the publishing of his book, “I f  I Did It.” 
Now, Simpson is again in headlines for reasons he is probably not very 
fond of.
During a Las Vegas casino visit, Simpson was accused o f an 
alleged armed robbery o f sports memorabilia in a hotel room. 
Simpson is being accused o f numerous crimes including assault, armed 
robbery, and theft.
Vick, on the other hand, is just one of the many being accused of 
illegal dog fighting in their private homes. Vick, along with members 
of his entourage, are accused o f the malnourishment, abuse and killing 
of numerous dogs in a dog fighting scandal.
Now, in what is listed in the previous graphs, it is clearly stated 
where the allegations are in both of these cases. The fact that these 
gentlemen are both African American should not be a determining 
factor of the coverage o f these cases.
In a society in which everyone speaks so highly o f teamwork and 
the ability for everyone to come together to achieve success, how can 
we take one individual and pick them out because of the color of their 
skin?
Along with the ever-growing problems with National Football 
League athletes, it seems as if this will become a larger problem as the 
future continues. However, if stern Commissioner Roger Goodell 
stands as firm as he claims, this may be a problem that may have a 
solution.
As far as Vick and Simpson, they will face their punishment and 
receive the penalty given out by the judge. As far as the NFL’s 
punishments, Vick is serving a one-year suspension tor his actions, and 
Simpson ... well, the Hall of Famer’s memorabilia seems to have just 
dropped in value.
Tony Patrico can be reached at apatrico@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.
Courtesy of Sports Information
Grad student Matt Budenholzer attempts to steal the ball during a game at Ralph Korte 
Stadium earlier this year. SIUE is Budenholzer's last stop in his collegiate soccer career.
Coming back strong
Recovering from injuries, SIUE grad 
student Matt Budenholzer is ready to play
by Tony Patrico
Alestle Sports Editor
Coming back from injury is a tough thing for 
an athlete. For SIUE graduate student Matt 
Budenholzer, coming back from an injury is 
additional pressure alongside transferring to a new 
school.
Budenholzer, who has previously attended 
Classes on the campuses of Butler University, 
University of Missouri-Columbia and Columbia 
College, played soccer at the collegiate level at 
Butler and Columbia College, as well as playing for 
the nationally successful Scott Gallagher Soccer 
Club. Now, attending SIUE, he will play his final 
year o f eligibility in the Cougar backfield.
Budenholzer, while attending Chaminade 
College Prepatory School in St. Louis, helped his 
team win two state championships, as well as bring 
Chaminade the 2001 High School National 
Championships. His choice of attending SIUE was 
two-fold.
“The good soccer is definitely foremost on my 
list o f reasons,” Budenholzer said. “But the 
proximity to home is another. SIUE has a lot of 
alumni still around, which brings a feeling o f pride 
around events.”
While adjusting to the new surroundings, 
Budenholzer is also stepping onto the field hoping 
to avoid injur)'. The aches and pains from a badly- 
pulled hipflexor, a torn meniscus, which took 
surgery to fix, and surgery to insert a screw to fix a 
broken foot, Budenholzer was struck by injury 
before his Cougar debut this season.
“It’s tough coming back mentally, not 
necessarily physically,” Budenholzer said. “Watching 
your teammates playing while you can’t for 
prolonged periods of time is pretty depressing.” 
Joining Budenholzer for the Cougars on the 
defensive side of the action, is junior Zach Bauer. 
Bauer spoke of the passion and the experience that 
Budenholzer possesses will be very beneficial to the 
team. The two bring a very interesting style o f play 
in the backfield.
“We will be good together because we both 
bring a different aspect to the backline, which is 
what our back four needs,” Bauer said. “Our 
attributes will complement each other real good.” 
Along with Bauer, SIUE men’s Head Coach Ed 
Huneke knows the importance of having a strong, 
talented player in the defense is something very 
beneficial to a team’s success.
“Matt is a defender who is tough and good in 
the air,” Huneke said. “Matt is an experienced 
winner who knows our style, his is intense and 
conveys that while directing the defense.”
While staying healthy is probably a major 
concern of Budenholzer, some of his other goals are 
something that may effect his team in a much more 
direct way.
“I hope to win a national championship is the 
most (important),” Budenholzer said. “But helping 
my team the best that I can at the very least.”
Budenholzer’s shift on the field was not the 
only adjustment that he has to make when 
transferring to SIUE. A change was made in the 
classroom as well.
BUDENHOLZER pg.14
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Women’s golf finishes in top 5 
at Screaming Eagle Classic
Junior Megan Hood finishes within 
the top ten individually
by Zach Groves
Alestle Reporter
I f anyone understands how difficult tournament play this year was for golf 
star Phil Mickelson, SIUE women’s golf sophomore Sheena Collins would most 
likely top the list.
Like Mickelson, Collins played with an injured wrist in the University of 
Southern Indiana’s Screaming Eagle Classic earlier this week. Collins tied for 
13th, which according to SIUE Head Coach Jennifer Jakel was “her best finish 
of the year so far.
“She played well and stayed focused throughout the entire tournament,”
Jakel said.
Collins and junior Megan Hood led the CoUgars to a fifth place finish in the 
tournament, which was won by the host, USI. Hood finished ahead o f Collins
with a 7th place finish. Hood shot a 76 on the second and final day to claim her 
second straight top-10 finish.
• Senior Julie Cline tied for 28th, senior Natalie Connaway tied for 33rd and 
junior Kirstin Fischer tied for 47th as the Cougars finished 10 strokes behind 
fourth-place Western Kentucky University.
Collins, who is dealing with two torn muscles in her wrist, said she will not 
let anydiing keep her from hitting the links.
“I just love being out there, so I play,” Collins said. “I wrap it and that’s good 
enough for me.”
Zach Groves can be reached at zgroves@alestlelm.com or 650-3524.
Hood said from a teammate’s perspective, she noticed a very dedicated 
golfer in Collins.
“She just focused really hard ... and tried not to let her hand bother her,” 
Hood said.
The Cougars also played on a course that had slower greens than what they 
play at Edwardsville’s Sunset Hills Golf Course. Cambridge Golf Course in 
Evansville, Ind., according to Hood, hindered her putting performance on the 
first day.
“It’s hard to get a feel for greens when you putt at a certain speed for a 
while,” Hood said.
She added that her score of 82 from the first day resulted from the multiple 
putts.
According to Jakel, the team, who finished behind Great Lakes Valley 
Conference rivals Northern Kentucky University, University o f Indianapolis and 
USI, will get a better look at the GLVC at the Midwest Shootout and she expects 
her golfers to finish with the conference’s best.
“Last year, we finished 4th in our conference, which was good,” Jakel said. 
“And I know the girls can improve upon that this year, so I am looking at a top- 
three finish this tournament.”
Collins, meanwhile, said she plans to be down in Marion Sunday for the 
tournament, ready to play with the wrist.
“I’ve been resting it, so I’m pretty confident in my game right now,” Collins
said.
GET ON THE FAST TRACK TO SUCCESS!
i V f
OCTOBER CAREER FAIR ‘07
Wednesday, October 3, 2007 
9:00 a.m. -  2:30 p.m. 
Vadalabene Center
Dress Professionally and Bring Current Copies o f  Your Resume
Resume critiques are available by calling 618-650-3708 for an appointment. 
For more information and a list o f attending employers, visit the Career Development Center Web site at:
http://www.siue.edu/careerdevelopmentcenter
Sponsored by: Career Development Center, McKendree University, and Principia College
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Getting to know K yle Viehl
Men’s golf coach
by Kyle Wiese
What is your favorite moment as an athlete?
When I was competing in college, I went to the 
national tourney three years.
What is your favorite moment as a coach?
Being part o f starting up our men’s golf program 
again! Reinstating the program is what we have 
done.
What is your favorite movie o f all time?
“Armageddon”
What is your favorite sports movie?
“Tin Cup”
Why did you choose to coach at SIUE?
It gave me a chance to give back to a place that 
gave me a chance as a student athlete
What are your feelings about Gary Player 
recently coming out and saying steroids are 
prevalent in golf?
It would not 
surprise me if 
there were 
players using,







you on a 
daily basis?
The opportunity to complete the days agenda.
What is your favorite inspirational quote?
Make sure you smile a couple o f times a day no 
matter what the day has been like.
For the remaining ten questions, please visit 
www.alestlelive.com
Kyle Wiese can be reached at kwiese@alestlelm.com or 
650-3524.
rfio U jf.w o o d  ★  Tan  
Two M ystic Tari
$30.00
656-8266
Located next to Denny's in front of Wal-Mart • www.hollywoodtanc<^pom
• Women between the ages of 18-75
• Not currently exercising on a regular basis
• Will complete a supervised 21-day training program 
with moderate exercise 30-minute three times a week
• Will complete a supervised fitness profile at the start 
and at the end of the 21-day program
• Must be registered for study by October 31, 2007
• $20 deposit fully refundable upon completion of study
• Volunteers will have full club membership privileges 
during the study
• Curves membership not required
• Must be first-time guests
PLEASE CALL (618) 659-3753 TO VOLUNTEER
#6 Club Centre (Hwy. 157) 
Edwardsville, IL 62025
618- 659-3753
6 1 8 - 6 5 0 -  B F I T  
www.siue.edu/crec




CONSIST UP TO 
AT ONE TIME.
V v — *—**
REGISTRATION DEADLINE: 0CT0B
OFF HOCKEY SKILLS 
BE HOSTING GAMES 
NDAV8. TEAMS 
ERS, 4  ON FLOOR
CAP ’S  MEETIf OCTOBER
EVENT BEGINS: OCTOBER 4
1 ' r
FOR JftORE INFO. CONTACT THE S  
FITN ESS CENTER: 6S0-B F IT  OR 
WWW.SIUE.EDII/CREC
Come, out 3nt( release some a g 4 # P n  m a 
friendly game o f dodgeball. All Tenues 
are open.
i / ' * '  i*  ;  M i j  X ''  -
Registration Deadline: October^ ■
Captain's M eeting O ftobei^  at 4 30  pm
you feeling stress* 
Just \* n t  to
ti’s :  i/2  Ih 'iir St’wian 1 H our Session  
IM E  S tu n t s :  $20 1 1
"for more info, rail: 650-
Event Begins: O dobfr 10, all games will | |  
played on Wednesdays
- 1 1 »  M O V I E
FUft! RT THE W.  WftTeH 
THE POOL OR FROM THE
OCTOBER 19 RT 7  PM 
: FREE 
ÎW0V1E PLftYED; RftTRTOWLE
YOUR FRIENDS RND ENdOY THE 
ED BY eftMPUS REe 
RGTtVlTIES.
For more info contact.the Student Fitness _ iSttRMRTlDI* <2RLU 650-3242
Center: 650~BFlToK www.siue.edu/crec TOR M0RE 1WFDRW'R l0W eRLL
Student Leadership 




Module 15, 2:00 p.m.
Community Change: What a Leader Needs to Know 
Rudy Wilson, Assistant Provost - Retired 
Social & Cultural Diversity, SIUE 
Board Room, MUC
10/02/07
Module 3, 6:30 p.m.
Community Service: Opportunities & Responsibilities 
Claudia Calzetta, Becky Gill. Paul Burden - Ministries 
University Religious Center 
Board Room, MUC
10/09/07
Module 6, 2:00 p.m.
Assess Your Service & Leadership Style 





-EstDeveloping Self eem 
Traice Webb, Ph.D.




October 6 - St. Vincent de Paul, E. St. Louis, IL
October 13 - Angel Food, Fairview Heights -  Granite City
October 20 - Share Food, Granite City, IL
October 20 - Paint Partners, 2 sites in Madison County
October 27 - The Gardens at SIUE
October 27 - Homeless Project, E. St. Louis, IL
November 3 - St. Vincent de Paul, E. St. Louis, IL
November 10 - Computer Rehab, Washington Park, IL
November 10 - Homeless Project
November 17 - Share Food, Granite City, IL
November 17 - Angel Food, Fairview Heights -  Granite City
November 17 - Boy Scout Food Drive, Granite City, IL
For more information and the calendar, contact the Kimmel 
Leadership Center at extension 2686 
or visit the website at www.siue.edu/kimmel/sldp or 
www.siue.edu/kimmel/sldD/volunteer
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M L r e a  ’& J V e w c a r t  
l u x u r y  H o i e l f
t n n C r e d i b l e  
H o t  B r e a k f a s t  
B u / ï e f . '
Q > r  T^ ratiotii ¿2a££us a t:
618.656.7829 (S T A Y )
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1/2 m ile  sou th  from  Cam pus on Hwv 157
Special Rates for S I U E  Parents
(present Student ID at check-in)
BUDENHOLZER
f ro m  pg. 1 1  ______
“The university’s class sizes 
are nice,” Budenholzer said. 
“Coming from 400-plus lectures, 
it’s nice to sit in a thirty person 
class.”
With the season underway, 
it’s now time for Budenholzer to 
take his final year on the field, 
and along with the rest o f the 
Cougars, take'the team deep into 
the post-season.
“With his soccer passion and 
experience,” Bauer said, “ 
(Budenholzer) will be a huge 
presence to his team and to our 
success.”
The Cougars’ next game will 
be Friday at Northern Kentucky.
Tony Patrico can be reached at 
apatrico@alestlelive.com or 650- 
3524.
New QB in 
Chicago: Bears 






CHICAGO Brian Griese 
will replace Rex Grossman as the 
Bears’ starting quarterback for 
Sunday’s game at Detroit, a team 
source confirmed Tuesday.
Griese last started a game in 
October 2005 for the Tampa Bay 
Buccaneers. The 10-year veteran 
is 39-33 as a starter with three 
teams: Denver, Miami and 
Tampa Bay.
Griese made the Pro Bowl 
with the Broncos in 2000 despite 
playing with a shoulder injury. In 
six games as Grossman’s backup 
last season, Griese completed 18 
o f 32 passes for 220 yards with a 
passer rating o f 62.0. His career 
passer rating of 84.5 is the 17th 
best in N FL history.
Griese doesn’t have as strong 
an arm as Grossman, but Griese’s 
efficiency and accuracy in the 
short-passing game could be a 
plus. As a whole, the Bears’ 
offense needs more than a jolt 
from a new quarterback. The 
running game has struggled, the 
offensive line is banged up and 
the receivers have had a problem 
with dropped passes. Playing 
against a Lions defense that gave 
up 56 points last week could 
provide a remedy.
Bears coach Lovie Smith was 
asked about Griese during his 
Monday news conference but was 
reluctant to tip his hand about 
the impending switch.
“How much confidence do I 
have (in Griese)? I have 
confidence in our entire football 
team,” Smith said. “Brian is a 
part o f that. Even after you have
a loss like (Sunday’s). ... We all 
feel bad. We should. But as far as 
confidence in our football team, I 
have a lot still. Brian is a part of 
that.”
The change will become 
official when the Bears return to 
practice Wednesday. Smith 
wouldn't name the starter 
Monday, but he did not refer to 
Grossman as “our quarterback,” 
as he has numerous times during 
the last two seasons.
As for Grossman, his time 
with the Bears could be running 
down, barring injury to Griese. 
He was benched after a dismal 
showing in Sunday’s 34-10 loss 
to Dallas. Grossman threw three 
interceptions, and his 45.2 passer 
rating for the season ranks second 
to last in the league. He helped 
the Bears to a 13-3 regular-season 
record last season and an 
appearance in the Super Bowl, 
but inconsistent play forced his 
demotion.
Grossman entered the final 
year o f his contract this season 
needing to prove to the Bears he 
was worth a long-term 
commitment, which could have 
meant as much as $10 million per 
year. Now, Grossman likely will 
enter free agency in March.
The bigger question 
concerning Grossman is whether 
he will be No. 2 on the depth 
chart, or fall behind Kyle Orton. 
Smith is expected to address that 
issue Wednesday.
(c) 2007, Chicago Tribune.
Distributed by McClatchy- 
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Study by Chopin 
Part 3 of quote 
Finlay of “Great 
Expectations” 
Tic-tac-toe win 




End of quote 
Powerful trend 
Serious situation 
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Eur. defense assn. 
Male child 





























Part of speech 
Part of a pedestal 
Mishmash dish 
Genuine
Arrange for display 






Not with it 
“The Cloister and 
the Hearth” author 
Prickly husk 
Banned apple spray 
Verne captain 
Lhasa _
Ray of light 
Cut short 
Poem of praise 
the fields we
MM IIgo...
Mystic Stars: weekly horoscope By Lasha Seniuk
W eek o f  O c t. 1 - O ct. 7 , 2 0 0 7
ARIES (March 21-April 20)
H om e finances are no longer 
restrictive. Early this week, expect someone 
close to offer new sources o f income or security. 
Take time for detailed discussion and social 
planning: at present, relatives or roommates 
will opt for shared resources, revised priorities 
and long-term  family commitments. Be 
expressive. A fter Wednesday, many Aries 
natives w ill encounter an escalating
neutral: a private
disagreement with a colleague. I f  so, remain 
;enda w ill soon be revealed. 
(April 2 1-M ay 20)
A fter several weeks o f  lagging
 age 
TAURUS
romantic or social interest, long-term 
relationships are now due to greatly expand. 
Respond quickly to all proposals or emotional 
overtures. Over the next few  days, single 
Taureans can expect unique flirtations from 
older or previously unattainable romantic 
partners. Stay focused on specific promises and 
all will be well. Friday through Sunday, housing 
agreements w ill need to be publicly negotiated. 
Offer encouragement: others will follow your 
lead.
GEMINI (May 21-June 21)
N ew  friends m ay this w eek be 
difficult to accept or appreciate. Unusual 
behaviors, group alienation or strained 
emotions are accented. U se this time to 
witness, observe and quiedy make decisions. 
Many Geminis will now be asked to choose 
between old loyalties and new attractions. 
Remain dedicated to original goals and watch 
for obvious signals. After Thursday, a quick 
increase in business messages and financial luck 
will bring rare career options: stay open to fast 
change.
CANCER (June 22-July 22)
Over the next few days, loved ones 
may be withdrawn or temperamental. Old 
memories, strained relationships or past 
romantic attractions may be a key theme. Take 
time for supportive activities and family 
planning: before next week, close friends and 
relatives may need to relive yesterday’s events
Î
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1 6 5 7
Complete the grid so each row, column and 3- 
by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit 
1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, 
visit www.sudoku.org.uk.
(c) 2006 Michael Mepham. Distributed by Tribune Media 
Services. All rights reserved.
Now on Mobile! Key in 783658.com on your cell's Web 
browser for details. Charges will apply.
Tuesday’s Answers
Sudoku
By M ichael Mepham
1 5 2 3 4 9 8 6 I 7
4 7 8 5 6 1 3 9 2
9 3 6 7 8 2 4 1 5
6 2 4 8 5 7 9 3 1
8 1 5 6 9 3 7 2 4
3 9 7 1 2 4 6 5 8
5 8 3 2 7 6 1 4 9
2 4 1 9 3 8 5 7 6
7 6 9 4 1 5 2 8 3
Girls & Sports By:Andrew Feinstein
or decisions. Friday through Sunday, minor 
home repairs, disputes o f ownership and last 
minute expenses may be bothersome. Pace 
yourself and, i f  possible, ask others for 
assistance.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
M inor disagreements between 
friends may this w eek reveal unexpected 
information. Revised plans or last minute 
group celebrations are accented. Probe for 
truthful responses concerning emotional 
loyalties. Someone close may soon wish to 
make dramatic changes to their lifestyle or 
social habits. After mid-week, an older relative 
or trusted colleague may explore an unusual 
business alliance or new financial partnership. 
Remain cheerful: your reaction will be studied.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Sudden workplace events are 
disruptive but exciting this week. Monday 
through Thursday, watch for key officials to 
openly challenge the legitimacy o f corporate 
rules. New job titles or a quick revision o f 
duties may soon be announced. Avoid public 
debate, i f  possible, and w ait for clear 
instructions: this is not the right time to 
assume leadership or reveal private 
information. Late Saturday, a close friend or 
lover may initiate a delicate discussion. Stay 
alert: much is changing.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)
Social alliances may now be publicly 
juestioned: over the next four days, expect new 
riends to press for extra group dedication. Use 
this time to evaluate the success o f  past 
attitudes or promises. In order to ensure lasting 
success, long-term friendships now need to 
evolve: remain open ana ask for clear 
explanations. After Thursday, some Librans 
may be asked to abandon an important work 
)lan or partnership. Avoid strong opinions and 
Inal decisions: cancelled projects will soon 
return.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22)
Group reactions are this w eek 
unpredictable. Over the next 11 days, expect
loved ones and close friends to passionately 
defend their plans, values or social 
expectations. Established habits w ill help
rejection to be an underlying 
week, a trusted colleague may criticize new 
ideas or challenge authority. Refuse to be 
drawn into someone else’s batde: passions will 
be deeply felt.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21)
Financial luck is extremely high. 
Early this w eek respond quickly to the 
proposed job and home changes o f family 
members or long-term friends. Someone close 
will soon end a longstanding debt workplace 
dispute or business restriction. Offer cheerful 
advice: an enthusiastic reaction is vital. After 
Thursday, a complex relationship may draw 
unwanted group attention. Remain quietly 
detached: over the next six days, romantic 
triangles, although easily resolved, are best kept 
private.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 20)
Small expenses and accumulated debt 
may prove problematic this week. Financial 
complications are, however, unavoidable: 
ex p ea  loved ones to now spend money in 
order to avoid painful memories or difficult 
emotions. I f  possible, encourage rest and 
reflection: revised habits will soon become a 
top priority. After mid-week, renewed energy, 
new health routines and improve fitness are 
accented. Plan enjoyable outdoor activities 
w ith friends or relatives: you w on’t be 
disappointed.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19)
Romantic dreams, first impressions 
and sudden social insights will demand quick 
attention over the next 12 days. Closely study 
the habits, gestures and comments o f potential 
lovers for valuable clues. New relationships, 
although complicated, w ill be proven 
w orkable: remain attentive to private 
flirtations. Later this weekend, many Aquarians 
will be asked to assist a relative or friend with a
controversial business or financial plan. Check 
facts thoroughly: risk mav be unnecessary.
PBCES (Feb. 20-March 20)
Q uiet reflection or minor social 
tensions are now a strong theme. Long-term 
friends and romantic partners may need extra 
time to resolve emotional or family conflicts. 
Wait, however, for obvious indications o f 
progress: your patience and continued respect 
are important. L a te  Friday, an old friend or 
lover may reappear, announce home changes or 
demand emotional completion. I f  so, a public 
statement o f loyalties w ill be needed. Remain 
dedicated to the present and all will be well.
I f  your birthday is this week: 
Property setdements and large purchases will 
w ore strongly in your favor over the next 14 
weeks. Several months o f complex paperwork 
financial delays or money disagreements will 
now fade: use this time to verify long-term 
projects; renew obligations or share creative 
ideas with loved ones. Some Librans w ill also 
experience a dramatic increase in romantic and 
social invitations. I f  so, trust your first 
impressions: planetary alignments now indicate 
the arrival o f  several demanding relationships. 
After mid-January, a new social contact will 
bring surprising career opportunities from the 
past: forgotten applications, postponed 
assignments or rare job openings are 
highlighted. Don’t hold back: the coming year 
is one o f the strongest in the last decade for 
career advancement, social networking and 
increased home security.
(For a private consultation, please 
visit www.mysticstars.net.)
c) 2007, Tribune Media Services Inc. 
Distributed by 
McClatchy-Tribunelnformation Services.
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FOR RENT
2BR, 1 .5  BA. T O W N H O U S E  1-255/ 
Horseshoe Lake Rd. area 15 mins. to Saint 
Louis and SIUE. Includes w / d and some 
utilities. No pets non-smokers only $590 / 
month. (618)344-2125.
LIVE RENT FREE W HILE F IN IS H IN G
SCHOOL. BUY ONE OF MY 3-BR HOMES 
(15 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS) FOR 
NOTHING  D O W N AN D  PAYMENTS 
(PRINCIPAL & INTEREST) OF UNDER 
$500.00 PER MONTH. RENT OUT THE 
OTHER TWO BEDROOMS FOR $400.00 
PER MONTH EACH. FOUR YEARS FROM 
NOW  SELL FOR A PROJECTED PROFIT OF 
$1 0 ,0 00 .00 . CALL 866 .8 09 .90 74  
ANYTIME 2 4 /7  FOR A RECORDED 
MESSAGE
C A M PU S LIFE D R IV IN G  Y O U
CRAZY? Lock in your housing fo r next 
semester now! Take advantage o f our 
Advance Rental Program on great 2 and 3- 
bed townhomes close to campus. Free 
cable TV. (618) 692-9310  rentchp.com 
692-9310
W A N T E D , RENT A  R O O M , 3 
B EDRO O M  house, 2 1 /2 minutes from 
SIUE. $350 pe r/ mo Includes utilities, 
furniture, and W / D. N o pets or smokers. 
21 yrs. or older. Male or Female.618-741- 
0690 or 618-541-8391
MALE R O O O M A T E S  W A N TE D  
$ 1 5 0 .0 0  ALSO: Three bedroom House 
$475.00 (618) 444-2267
R O O M  FOR RENT, IN  4BR 2BT hosue 
in Edwardsville, Master Suite with attached 
bath rent's for $ 4 9 0 .0 0 / month the rest of 
the BR's rents fo r $ 3 9 0 .0 0 / month. Utilities 
w ill be divided into 4 equal shares. 618- 
307-4876 ___  ___  ______
1 B EDRO O M  APT. FOR RENT in
Woodriver. $ 3 7 5 .0 0 / month. 10 min from 
SIUE. All utilities paid except electric. 307- 
4876___________  _______
RENTAL IN H IG H L A N D  One bed., one 
bath, apt. Includes storage unit & 24 /7  e- 
maint. Has laundry facility on site. $415 ./ 
month +  dep. Frey Properties 618-654- 
3467
COFFEE BAR IN TR O Y, IL needs part- 
tim e help M on., Thurs. and Sat. 
Experienced preferred but not necessary. 
Please call 709-2963
YM C A  P O S IT IO N S  School Age Child 
Care Site Director, Daytime Lifeguards, 
Water Aerobic Instructors, and Swim 
Instructors. Part time help needed to work 
in a fun, active environment. Site Director 
position w ill be 30 hours per week while 
school is in session. Person will assist the 
program director in program  planning and 
staff tra ining needs, collecting payments 
and keeping accurate records. Applications 
taken at the: CMT YMCA #1 Town Center 
Maryville, IL 62062 or email resume to 
lkerfoot@ ymcaswil.org. O r call 346-5600
RELIABLE DRIVER NEEDED to take 14 
year old boy fo r soccer practice and other 
extra curricu la r activities around 
Edwardsville. References Required. 
(618)288-2894.
M U C  PERFORMERS NEEDED. FOR
additional inform ation, call (618) 650- 
5368.
M UST LOVE ANIM A LS! LaBest Inc is 
looking fo r a bather during morning hours. 
Please apply in person. 4933 Indian Hills 
Dr. Edwardsville IL62025 692-6399
LEISURE W O RLD HEALTH CLUB in 
C o llin s v ille . F ron t desk position  
opening . C a ll M a rk  fo r deta ils 3 4 4 -  
3 0 9 5 . C a ll betw een 8 :3 0  - 1 1 :3 0  
am  or 4 :3 0  - 6 :3 0  pm
MISCELLANEOUS
Spring Break 2008. Sell Trips, Earn Cash 
and Go Free. Call fo r group discounts. Best 
Deals Guaranteed! Best Parties! Jamaica, 
Cancún, Acapulco, Bahamas, S. Padre, 
Florida. In form ation/ Reservations 1-800- 
648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
SEEKIN G  M O T IV A T E D  STUDENTS
Sigma A lpha Lam bda, a National 
Leadership and Honors Organization with 
over 70 chapters across the country, is 
seeking motivated students to assist in 
starting a local chapter (3.0 GPA Required). 
Contact Rob Miner, Director o f Chapter 
Dvlpmt. at rminer@ salhonors.org
YARD S A LE -B A B Y  CLOTHES A N D
toys, young men's and women's clothes. 
Like new refrigerator. Furniture and riding 
lawn mowers. Located 2 streets behind 
Rusty's. Saturday 7-4. 618-659-1911
PERSONALS
ALPHA S IG M A TAU IS congratulating 
all of their new AMAZING baby taus! You 
girls are awesome!
ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA BROTHER O F
the week: Bean; simply fo r his abilities to 
just be BEAN. Congratulations, BEAN!!
ROOMMATE 
WANTED
SHARE A HO USE You'd get 2 bedrooms 
and 1 bath, o ff the street parking, plus use 
o f a full kitchen, washer/ dryer, full gym, 
hot tub, internet and full cable. 15 minutes 
from SIUE. $400 and half utilities. Call Jess 
at 314.267.6052
ALESTLE CLASSIFIEDS GIVE YOU MORE!
Place your classified ad at a 
tim e convenient fo r you using 
pu r easy, secure on line  
in te rface  at
alestle live.com /dassifieds
BASIC PRINT INSERTION RATES:
10 word minimum for all ads.
20 cents a word 1 -2 insertions, per insertion
.19 cents a word 3-4 insertions, per insertion 
18 cents a word 5-19 insertions, per 
insertion
17 cents a word 20+  insertions, per insertion
Print Extras:
A ll bo ld, additional $5
Web Extras Vary
Please schedule your ad carefu lly as 
w e cann o t o ffe r refunds. 
Corrections must be noted by on 
the  firs t day
the ad appears in  the newspaper.
Deadlines:
By 11 a.m. M onday fo r Tuesday issue 
By 11 a.m. W ednesday fo r Thursday 
issue
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528 
o r e-m ail classifieds@alestlelive.com
A lestle O ffice Hours (MUC 2022):
8 a.m . - 4 :3 0  p.m . Mon-Fri
FOR SALE
USED BOOKS AT BARGAIN PRICES
Good Buy Bookshop, Lovejoy Library Room 
0012, Wednesdays and Thursdays 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m.. Sponsored by Friends o f Lovejoy 
Library
GREAT C O N D IT IO N  USED  
FURNITURE G reen Sofa $200 2 
Oversized chairs with ottoman, $200 each. 
19 inch tv with stand $25 call for email 
pics, free delivery to Edwardsville 618-407- 
8455_ _  _______
# 1  CAR SALES IN  TRO Y ILLINO IS  is 
pleased to an nouce our new college  
student First T im e buyers program . 
N o credit turndow ns EVER! Visit us 
online a t w w w .lC o rS a le s .c o m  or 
call 6 1 8 -6 6 7 -2 2 7 7 .  Bring this ad in 
fo r free  3 m onth w arran ty . Located  
10 mins. aw ay from  campus a t 6 1 6  
Edw ardsville Rd.
HELP WANTED
SITTERS W A N TED . AVERAGE $ 1 0  per
hour. Register free fo r jobs near campus or 
home, www.student-sitters.com
O N C E  U P O N  A T O Y  IS H IR IN G  at the
LAG O O NAM AG OO  location in the Mills 
mall. We have day and evening availability. 
Looking fo r ou tgo ing , motivated sales 
clerks. Please contact Beth or Shawntay at 
314-227-5335. Please bring resume
PT/FT A V O N  REPS NEEDEDI Flexible 
Hours, U n lim ited  Earnings, Bonus 
Program, and other benefits. Save/ Earn 
up to 50% on first 4 orders. In-Person or 
O nline Sign-Ups available. Call Stacey 
today fo r more inform ation at 618-444- 
7444.
O PPO R TU N ITY T O  MAKE M O N E Y
Established M arketing firm  located 10 
minutes from SIUE campus looking to fill a 
fast paced in tern / sales position. Must be 
highly motivated. Must have good phone/ 
people skills. THIS IS A SALES POSITION. 
Please call (618) 5 9 3 -3 0 2 0  or send 
resume to swingbucks@ aol.com. Hours of 
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The first 250 SIUE students to arrive will receive 
a coupon for a free cougar statue dedication 
T-shirt at the end of the ceremony.
